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2Aim:
Create a software suite to perform 
clinical genome analysis on a high-end 
desktop computer.
Motivation:
Patient confidentiality & lack of free 
unlimited access to an extensive 
computing environment
3Explicit not implicit 
Implicit use of the graph structure: 
Existence of a topological ordering for efficient indexing in DAGs. 
Graph Coverings
Reconstruction of a 
phased genome using 
edge coverings 
Chromatic Number
Phasing of a genome or 
genealogy/ancestry 
analysis  
Centrality
Disease, phenotype or 
genetic markers  
Spectral Graph Theory
Graph invariants used to find larger structural variants
Isospectral graphs used to highlight common ancestry  
Explicit use of the graph structure: 
Underlying Model
4
Edges are distinct sequences with no overlap. Generated from global variation data, 
as opposed to read sets.
5Modular Decomposition
GA4GH Genome Graph  GGM 
Clustering Homologous strings Genetic divergence 
Bins / Nets / 
Bubbles / Blocks
DAG ss-ss subgraphs Layered ss-ss subgraphs
Chains/Links Transitions between blocks Orientated sequences with no observed variations 
6Sprouting Genomes 
7BRCA2  
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Non N positions: 96956 
№ Vertices: 13187
№ Edges: 23545
9Edge Weightings  
10
Linkage Information  
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Overall Pipeline    
Two simplistic ways to reduce the memory requirements: 
1) Quickly narrow down the number of detailed alignments to be performed 
2) Get rid of the huge amount of sequence information 
What to do when you can't afford a supercomputer... 
Indexed reads 
List of links
Reference GGM 
Link 1 R1, R2, R5, R8
Link 2 R2, R3, R5, R6
Link 3 R1, R4, R6, R7
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Optimal Alignment: 
● Each read is placed at a single location, i.e. one entry per 
row 
● Combine individual LR pair scores and association 
information between different pairings  
Currently using greedy extension of maximal matching with 
pairwise associations. 
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… GPU parallelisation 
Each [Link, Read] pair can be locally scored in 
parallel, taking into account the edge weightings 
and read quality scores. 
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